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At the point when India won the debut ICC World Twenty20 Title in 2008, While
the nation was all the while staggering from the awe-inspiring brilliance of the
game's most limited design, the Leading group of Control for Cricket in India
(BCCI) sent off the Indian Head Association (IPL). Following eleven years, the
IPL has developed to turn into the world's second-biggest yearly cricket occasion,
following just the Cricket World Cups.

In this new era of franchise cricket, the Indian national team was able to
reestablish itself as one of the world’s top cricketing nations (not that it never
was). As a result, fantasy leagues—which are worth $15 billion globally and
growing—were born.



Over the last four years, a flood of new players has entered the market with their
cricket fantasy apps; and India's number is rapidly increasing. Exchange22 is

Best fantasy app in India and it offers exceptional value to fans.

About Exchange22

Exchange22 is the first fantasy league gaming platform dedicated to cricket,
football, basketball, and kabaddi. It is the best fantasy app in India available for
cricket . The platform’s distinguishing feature is the virtual, real-time gaming
experience.

Moreover, it consolidates the particular highlights of offer market exchanging,
permitting the client to trade the portions of players similarly that stocks are
traded on the trade. Clients can participate in exchanges by buying quite a few
offers in a player preceding the beginning of the constant match, up to 22 players
for each worldwide match.

Exchange22 takes privacy seriously. We will treat all personal information with
care, and we adhere to a strict policy when it comes to protection of our client's
data.

Your name, e-mail address, or other personal information available on this
website, as well as information related to your Portal usage, will not be provided,
distributed, traded, sold, or rented to any third party by these cricket fantasy

apps.

Information Exchange

Exchange22 users have agreed to the collection, use and disclosure of sensitive
personal data. To create accounts on the Exchange22 portal, Exchange22
collects user information from social networks such as Facebook (including
contact lists under particular privacy settings) and middlemen such as Google.

Exchange22 stores the data it has collected in its database and displays it in the
User’s Profile section to identify the User on the Exchange22 Portal.
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This information is provided to you at the time of purchase to assist you in
completing your payment as soon as possible. Exchange22 does not collect any
other sensitive personal information while providing the Services, aside from any
financial information you choose to provide when paying for any Services on the

Portal. So, trade with this best fantasy app in India, Exchange22.

How to withdraw cash?

You can withdraw cash by following these steps:

Step 1: Open the App and sign in to your Exchange22 account.

Step 2: Go to the ‘My Balance’ page and select ‘Cash Withdraw’ from the
winnings section.

Step 3: Enter the amount you want to withdraw. However, you can only withdraw
an amount that is less than or equal to your withdrawable balance. This will be
displayed on the Withdraw Cash page.

Your account must be ID verified before you can make a withdrawal. Before you
can make a withdrawal request, you must first verify your PAN Card and bank
account information (your name, the name of the bank, the account number, the
IFSC code, and the branch name).
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